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We recently sat down with
Dr. Brian Markarian,
Associate Superintendent at
Hawthorne School District,
to discuss how professional
development is helping
teachers hone their craft
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and improve learning.

A commitment to learning for every student
Brian describes Hawthorne as characterized by an “unrelenting
commitment” to every student. “Kids come with strengths and
supports, but also with gaps that need to be addressed and a
foundation on which to build.” How do we help teachers fill those
gaps? And how do we support new standards with more complex
expectations?
A professional development plan was at the top of Brian’s agenda.
Math instruction hadn’t shifted much from when Brian or his
parents were in school. But new standards emphasizing conceptual
understanding and math practices have transformed expectations.
Digital devices are also part of the new school culture. Brian wanted
to promote meaningful professional development and elevate math
instruction while meeting the increased rigor of the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS).
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Partnering for professional learning success
As Hawthorne worked to implement the CCSS, school leaders realized that their elementary teachers needed more math
background, strategies, and management ideas to foster student success. Hawthorne needed a professional learning partner.
Enter the Pearson Professional Development Services team.
Working with a Pearson education specialist, Hawthorne school leaders mapped out a plan for in-depth mathematics
professional learning. Teacher leaders were trained as resident experts who could carry out best practices and promote
teacher collaboration. Shoulder-to-shoulder, classroom-embedded Pearson support along with lesson study, modeling, and
observational feedback were critical to success.

Hawthorne’s professional learning model

SET THE STAGE

A Full Day Pre-Service

SUSTAIN
LEARNING

Dedicated Math Coaches
at Every School Site

OBSERVE,
DEBRIEF, REFINE

Frequent Classroom Walks

ONGOING
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Match Individual Needs
of Teachers

Focus on the Standards for Mathematical Practice and
improve math instruction by teaching with problem solving.
Role of Pearson partner: Provides planning and
pre-service training.

Hawthorne math coaches provide shoulder-to-shoulder
support, unit planning, data analysis, and modeling. Monthly
professional development meetings focus on intervention,
learning shifts, etc.
Role of Pearson partner: Facilitates discussion with coaches
and provides ongoing planning and training for coaches.

Three rounds of walks during the year including one full day
of walks with site administrator and district oﬃce leaders.
Role of Pearson partner: Observes progress, provides
feedback through debriefs and oﬀers ongoing professional
development sessions based on observations.

Math instructional leadership team plans internally and
supports ongoing professional development after school
and in class.
Role of Pearson partner: Provides ongoing professional
development to ﬁt professional learning needs.
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Measures of Success.
Brian shares a few considerations from Hawthorne:
Look at external indicators of success

Move beyond assessment data

• Are protocols being used?

• Is there more collaboration?

• What do you see in observations? Do you
see a change of practice?

• More math talk?

• What is assessment data telling you?
• What is the feedback from teachers on what
math looks and feels like?

Empower students to own the learning
Don’t remove the barriers but help kids work
through and overcome them.

• Can you see practices where teachers
and students are using the Standards of
Mathematical Practice?
• Do you see teachers modeling the standards
and helping kids know what practice they
engaged in?

Create a culture where students become
long-term learners and lovers of math

What about today?
As Hawthorne promotes meaningful professional development, it continues to raise
the bar on teacher collaboration. Teachers work together to improve mathematics
achievement. There are supportive lesson studies, classroom walks, and follow-up
classroom observations. Brian hopes to refine the lens of the coaches and leaders
providing teacher feedback.

Biggest challenge

“Job-embedded
training allows
coaches and teachers
to continue a long
critical conversation
and that is the most
important part. We
can’t wait two more
months to get together
again to explore math
instruction. The
ongoing conversation
is essential.”

“Time is always an issue,” says Brian. “Our teachers know to savor every second with
a student. So, it’s on us to make sure that we make the most of their professional
learning time.” A big goal is to be intentional with professional training. Make sure it’s
connected to practice, well planned, and targeted by grade level and content area.

Biggest takeaway
Job-embedded professional learning is invaluable. The impact of the Pearson
Education Specialist is not lost on Brian. “She was a shining example of the best in
the field,” he relates. “With limited time available, you need to be sure you’re working
with the right people. Walking classes, providing feedback to teachers—[offering] a
constant cycle of observing, learning, refining practice.”

What’s next?
• Provide content support. Teachers need deeper content knowledge to be
successful at all levels of math instruction.
• Train teacher coaches. The coaches can provide the strategies and pedagogical
knowledge to support day-to-day teaching.
• Encourage a growth mindset. Inspire teachers to take a refresher on the math
concepts they’ll be teaching each year.
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2016 California Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress Results: GRADE 3
OVERALL ACHIEVEMENT INCREASE

+5% increase +3% increase
Third Grade
Students

English Learners

+7% increase
Reclassified as Fluent
English Proficient

“We are truly

AREA PERFORMANCE LEVEL INCREASE

+2% increase +3% increase
Concepts and
Procedures

Problem Solving
and Modeling

pleased to see the

+3% increase

positive effects of
taking a clear and

Communicating
Reasoning

consistent approach
to emphasizing
the Standards

On the district benchmarks, at every grade level K-5, enVisionMATH students
demonstrated growth from 2015-16 to 2016-17.
Hawthorne internal classroom observation surveys reflect significant
increases in the levels of collaboration and communication of math
reasoning being observed in the elementary classrooms as well, especially
in Grades K-3.

for Mathematical
Practice in our
district.”
BRIAN MARKARIAN
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• enVisionMATH Implementation Essentials Workshop
• Job-Embedded Services
• Lesson Analysis
• Classroom Focus Walks

